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Grey correlation analysis uses grey correlations to describe the strength, magnitude, and order of relationships among factors. The data sequence of the reference data is used as a reference data string, and the data sequence matrix of each influence factor is used as a control data matrix to calculate the correlation between the data sequence and the reference of each factor in the control data matrix. The basic idea of quantitatively measuring the correlation between each factor and the object is to determine the similarity between the reference data sequence and the shape of multiple comparison data sequences and to determine whether the connection is strong. It reflects the degree of correlation between curves. In this paper, we examine the problem of evaluating the quality of undergraduate education by multiple indicators and establish a comprehensive evaluation model of the quality of undergraduate education in the 13 prefecture level cities by using the grey correlation analysis. The correlation coefficient of each index was obtained by the grey correlation analysis, the correlation number of each index was analyzed and ranked, and finally the improvement of the number of "advanced teachers" and the education of 13 prefectures were reduced as much as possible.

1. Introduction

Teaching is the basic way to achieve the purpose and task of education, and it is the most effective way to transfer knowledge and cultivate talents. Teaching directly affects students and is at the center of school education. The school's educational work must adhere to the principle of teaching as the main focus and carry out other work around teaching to promote the improvement of teaching quality [1]. In this period, teaching and life are the same thing, that is to say, when teaching and learning certain production and labor experience, social customs, and habits, there are sometimes inconsistencies. With the development of productive forces, the accumulation of experience and knowledge, and the emergence of schools, teaching was gradually separated from life itself, and teaching in its true sense emerged [2]. Around 20th century B.C., the words “teach” and “learn” already appeared in the Chinese oracle bones, and in the ancient text “Shang Shu-Saying Life,” the phrase “teaching half” appeared. In the ancient Chinese “Shangshu Shushuosheng,” the word “teaching” was first used in combination with the word “teaching”. In ancient times, teaching and education were almost indistinguishable, and teaching was the whole activity in school. In the earliest educational document “Xueji,” which discussed the theory of teaching, it was pointed out at the beginning that “teaching is the first thing to build the country and the people.”

The “teaching” here is not the same as the “teaching” nowadays [3, 4]. In the information world, there is not only a large amount of known information but also a lot of unknown information. The known information is white, the unknown information is black, and the space between white and black is gray. Grey system theory has three major types of systems: white, black, and grey. The white system is a system with sufficient and fully clear information [5–7]. For example, if you view Super Marquette or the store as a system, and the distribution of employees, capital flow, sales, and loss information is completely clear, then you can also determine the information about Super Marquette and the store, profit, and capital turnover [8]. And such systems can be classified as white systems. Black system is an entirely unknown system with
insufficient information. For example, this planet system is a black system if the planet known to people is regarded as a system, but the volume, mass, and distance between planets and Earth are completely unknown [9]. The white system and the black system are relative, and in real life, these two cases are relatively rare [10]. Most systems have both clear and unclear information, between the white system and the black system, and such systems are called grey systems by Professor Deng Julong, as shown in Figure 1. With the development of teaching evaluation, a variety of evaluation methods have emerged, which can be generally summarized as qualitative evaluation, quantitative evaluation, and comprehensive evaluation methods combining qualitative and quantitative. Each evaluation method has its own characteristics and disadvantages. A specific evaluation process requires the appropriate evaluation method to be selected according to the actual needs of the evaluation object and evaluation. Grey correlation analysis methods study the grey system with incomplete and clear information. The maximum feature is that the structure is simple, the amount of calculation is small, and the number of samples is small, and it is not necessary to consider the distribution pattern of data at the time of analysis, so it is practicable. Therefore, in this paper, considering the ambiguity and uncertainty of factors affecting the quality of education, the grey correlation analysis method is applied to the evaluation of the quality of education of teachers. Correlation theory and evaluation results have strong objectivity and rationality.

In this paper, on the basis that the evaluation information is described in qualitative language, a teaching quality evaluation model based on cloud-grey correlation analysis is proposed for the grey characteristics exhibited by the teaching quality evaluation system, combined with the advantage that the cloud model can perform uncertainty conversion between qualitative concepts and quantitative values, and the feasibility of the model is analyzed and verified through specific examples. Focusing on the grey characteristics presented by the teacher teaching quality evaluation system and the unique advantages of grey correlation analysis in dealing with grey systems, the application of grey correlation analysis is proposed to evaluate teaching quality, and the basic steps and advantages of applying grey correlation analysis to determine index weights and evaluate teaching quality are introduced; in the solution of grey correlation degree, a series of discriminant coefficients are introduced to make up for the static value of insufficient discriminant coefficient; the method of evaluating teachers’ teaching quality based on cloud-grey correlation analysis is proposed, which solves to a certain extent the difficult problem that evaluation indexes described by qualitative language are difficult to be accurately represented by mathematical models. The rest of the paper is organised as follows: Section 2 contains the literature review; Section 3 contains the methodology (method); Section 4 contains the results; and Section 5 contains the conclusions and policy implications.

2. Related Work

A grey system is a system in which the influencing factors are not completely clear and the relationship between factors is not completely clear. The concept of grey system evolved from the “black box” theory proposed by the British scientist William Ross Ashby, which describes some internal structure, parameters, characteristics, and other information that are completely unknown and can only be studied through external input-output relationships. The “black box” describes a class of things whose internal structure, parameters, and properties are completely unknown and can only be studied through external input-output relationships. Grey system theory, on the other hand, advocates research based on the internal information of the system, eliminating some of the drawbacks of the “black box” theory, so as to conduct system research more accurately. With the continuous exploration of grey system theory, scholars in the United States, Germany, the United Kingdom, the Netherlands, Australia, and other countries, as well as Hong Kong, Macao, and Taiwan, have conducted a lot of research on its application in different fields such as military, meteorology, medicine, engineering, and agriculture and have achieved a series of research results. For example, in the field of agriculture, the former applied grey system theory to the dynamic analysis and trend prediction of grain production in Hubei Province, which provided a theoretical basis for the development and decision making of grain production; in the field of medicine, researchers applied grey system theory to the diagnosis of hepatitis and cirrhosis in Chinese medicine and proposed a new diagnosis method based on grey correlation analysis, which promoted the development of modernization and objectivity in Chinese medicine [11].

Many scholars at home and abroad have devoted themselves to the research of grey system theory and have published papers on grey system theory in more than 200 international and domestic academic journals, and more than 200 grey system research results have won national or provincial awards, and many important international conferences have included grey system theory as a discussion topic for discussion [12]. For example, the IEEE International Conference on Systems, Man, and Control has arranged sessions on grey systems for five consecutive years since 2004 in the Hague, Netherlands; Arizona, USA; Mariupol, Slovenia; Hawaii, USA; Taiwan, China; Montreal, Canada; Wroclaw, Poland; and Singapore [13]. In 2003, the 32nd International Conference on Computer and Industrial Engineering in Ireland arranged four sessions on grey system theory [14, 15]; in addition, the International Conference on System Predictive Control and the International Conference on Modeling of Uncertainty Systems have made grey system theory a hot topic of their attention and discussion [16–18].

3. Evaluation Index System of Grey Correlation Analysis

An indicator is a specific behavioral evaluation criterion and a unit of measurement target. The indicator system is a systematic group of indicators composed of several indicators in a certain order and structure, which are decomposed according to certain objectives to decompose the attributes of the evaluation object one by one. In the process
of teaching quality evaluation, the evaluation index system is the basic basis for teaching evaluation, and whether the evaluation index system is scientific and reasonable directly affects the reasonableness and effectiveness of the teaching quality evaluation results. Therefore, the establishment of a scientific and teaching quality evaluation system associated with teaching activities is crucial in the whole teaching quality evaluation activity.

In the process of teaching quality evaluation, the factors affecting teaching quality have complex correlations and are of certain complexity; therefore, in the process of designing the evaluation index system, the relevant principles of evaluation index system construction should be followed so as to build a reasonable and effective evaluation index system structure.

3.1. Scientific Principle. The principle of scientificity refers to the fact that in the process of teaching evaluation, its evaluation index system should have a certain theoretical basis, and all the indexes should be consistent with the intended objectives. Secondly, the concept description of each index should be scientific and accurate, the scope of calculation should be clear, and the indexes closely related to teaching quality should be analyzed and selected comprehensively so that the index system can reflect the essential characteristics of the evaluation object as reasonably and effectively as possible.

3.2. Feasibility Principle. The principle of feasibility means that in the process of designing the teaching evaluation index system, the evaluation indexes should be simple and clear, the content of the indexes should have clear connotations and be measurable, and the data of the indexes should be easy to obtain and simple to handle, so as to ensure that the whole evaluation can be carried out smoothly.

3.3. Comparability Principle. The principle of comparability is to require that the evaluation indexes must be the common attributes of all evaluation objects, reflecting the qualitative consistency. In addition, since the quantity of different things can be compared with each other quantitatively only after they are transformed into the same unit, the meaning, scope, and unit of measurement of evaluation indexes must be consistent so that they are comparable, and the stronger their comparability is, the more credible the final evaluation results will be.

3.4. Principle of Accuracy. The principle of accuracy means that when selecting evaluation indexes, the objective laws of teaching activities should be followed, combined with the objective reality of teaching activities, reflecting the essence of teaching work, the selected evaluation indexes should have precise connotation and extension and should accurately reflect the actual teaching profile of teachers, and the established index system should be objective and credible and should accurately reflect the true level of teaching evaluation.

3.5. Independence Principle. The principle of independence means that the indicators in the teaching quality evaluation index system should maintain a certain relative independence, not overlapping and not subordinate to each other, and the indicators at the same level can only be in juxtaposition with each other, and there cannot be the relationship of inclusion and inclusion or cause-effect relationship. The reason is if the indicators in the index system are not independent of each other, then there will be redundant indicators, which will increase the workload of the whole evaluation process and lead to the reduction of the feasibility of the evaluation results; in addition, if the indicators are included in each other, then in the specific...
evaluation process, the indicators will be scored several times, which will increase their corresponding weights and affect the final evaluation results.

3.5.1. Basic Steps of Grey Correlation Analysis Algorithm. The specific calculation steps of the grey correlation analysis are as follows.

Step 1. Determine the analysis series.
Determine the reference series that reflects the characteristics of the system behavior and the comparison series that affects the system behavior. The data series reflecting the characteristics of the system behavior is called the reference series. The data series consisting of factors that influence the system behavior is called the comparison series.

Let the reference series (also known as the parent series) be

\[ Q = \{ Q_n(i) \mid i = 1, 2, ..., n \}. \]  

(1)

The comparison series (also known as subsequence) are

\[ P_k = \{ P_n(i) \mid i = 1, 2, ..., n \}, k = 1, 2, ..., n. \]  

(2)

Step 2. The variables are dimensionless.
Since the data in each factor column in the system may differ in magnitude, it is not easy to compare or it is difficult to get the correct conclusion when comparing. Therefore, dimensionless processing of data is generally performed when performing grey correlation analysis.

Step 3. Calculate the number of correlation coefficients.

The number of correlation coefficients between \( x_0(k) \) and \( x_i(k) \):

\[ \chi_a(k) = \frac{\min \max k(a) - y_a(i)}{\beta \rho \max k(a)}. \]  

(3)

Letting \( \Delta_a(k) = k(a) - y_a(i) \), we have

\[ \chi_a(k) = \frac{\min \max \Delta_a(k)}{\beta \rho \max k(a)}. \]  

(4)

The smaller \( \rho \), the greater the resolution, and generally the value of \( \rho \) is \((0, 1)\), depending on the situation. When \( \rho \leq 0.5463 \), the best discriminative power is obtained, and \( \rho = 0.5 \) is usually taken.

Step 4. Calculate the correlation degree.

Because the correlation coefficient is the value of the degree of correlation between the comparison series and the reference series at each moment (i.e., each point in the curve), it has more than one number, and the information is too scattered to facilitate a holistic comparison. Therefore, it is necessary to concentrate the correlation coefficients of each moment (i.e., each point in the curve) into a single value, i.e., its average value, as a quantitative representation of the degree of correlation between the comparison series and the reference series.

Step 5. Relevance sorting.
The correlations are ordered by size, and if \( r_1 < r_2 \), then the reference series \( y \) is more similar to the comparison series \( x_2 \). After calculating the correlation coefficients of the \( X_i(k) \) series with the \( Y(k) \) series, the average of the various types of correlation coefficients is calculated, and the average \( r_i \) is called the correlation degree of \( Y(k) \) with \( X_i(k) \).

3.5.2. The Overall Architecture and Functional Composition of the System Design. The teaching evaluation system can have a separate data server or share the data server with the existing academic affairs management system. The administrator manages and publishes various information of teaching evaluation through Internet and divides the public level of information according to the situation; the evaluation subjects (students, teachers’ peers, and experts) also submit evaluation information and browse the statistical result reports made public to themselves through Internet. In this paper, the weight value of each evaluation index is firstly determined by the grey correlation analysis algorithm. The comparative judgment matrix of the criterion layer and each element in each criterion layer is generally constructed and then quantified by using the scale, and the relative importance of each element is calculated, as shown in Figure 2.

Original Whitening Value

\[ \lambda_{\text{max}} = 5.032, \quad C_j = 0.046, \quad R_l = 1.210. \]

\[ C_R = \frac{C_j}{R_l} = 0.034 < 0.1 \] satisfied the requirement of consistency. Due to the limitation of space, the weights of the indicators at each level are not given in this paper. Assuming that the teaching management of five departments, A, B, C, D, and E, is reasonably evaluated, in order to conduct an objective and fair evaluation, six experts are asked to evaluate and score 20 indicators of each faculty, and the interval of equal scores is set to a minimum of 1 and a maximum of 10; all these indicators are scored as large as possible, and the structure of the scores given by the experts is quantified by the whitening weight function, and this paper takes C3 teaching program evaluation as an example for illustration; this paper makes \( u = u_{\text{max}} = 9 \). Original Whitening value is \( v = 1 \), when \( u = u_{\text{max}} = 5 \), whitening value is \( v = 0 \); this paper establishes the whitening weight function as

\[ v = \frac{1}{6} q - 1. \]  

(5)

The corresponding whitening values \( v_q \), \(|v_q| = \{0.643, 0.459, 0.783, 0.400, 0.574\}\) can be obtained from the whitening weight function. By the same token, the whitening values of the other indicators can be calculated. Next, the grey correlation coefficient \( \xi_i(k) \) needs to be found, by means of the following equations:

\[ \Delta_a(q) = \{ k \mid x_a(k) - x_i(k) \}, \]  

(6)

\[ \lambda_a(i) = \frac{\max \min \Delta_a(q)}{\Delta_a(q) + \delta \max (\Delta i(q)/\min \Delta_a(q))}. \]  

(7)

Combine the correlation coefficients as well as the weights, by weighting the grey correlations:

\[ q_a = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} v_q \lambda_a(i)}{n}. \]  

(8)
We calculate the relevance of the teaching management of each department and compare the scale rankings according to the gray correlation \( r_i \). The example results show that through the analysis of various indicators, the department D with the most is the best.

### 4. Comprehensive Evaluation of Teaching Quality Based on Grey Correlation Analysis

#### 4.1. Calculation of Individual Employment Quality Evaluation Coefficients

The individual employment quality evaluation index is mainly for individual students’ evaluation. The employment quality evaluation value of individual students is obtained by analyzing the individual employment data of a certain sample size of students in the university. The calculation of individual employment quality evaluation value is done by normalizing the initial data of 14 index factors and then conducting grey correlation analysis on the normalized data to get the correlation degree between factors and calculating the weight value according to the correlation degree. The personal employment quality evaluation value not only reflects the employment situation of college graduates but also is a key indicator in the employment quality evaluation model. The higher the individual employment evaluation is, the more it can visually illustrate the excellent employment quality of the graduates. Based on the analysis of the graduate employment data of a quantitative sample of a university, the individual employment evaluation value of some graduates in the sample is obtained. Firstly, 1573 sample data are quantified to obtain the data in Figure 3, then the quantified data are normalized to obtain the partial sample data, and then the normalized data are analyzed and processed by using the constructed employment quality evaluation model, and the grey correlation analysis model is established separately to calculate the correlation degree between each indicator series and the employment quality of the reference series, and the value of the correlation degree is used to determine the weight of each indicator by using the hierarchical analysis model to determine the weight of each indicator and calculate the evaluation coefficient of individual employment quality according to the formula of the rating value and weight of the indicator.
A1–A14 indicate the degree of job and major relevance, salary income, availability of five insurance and one fund, nature of work unit, overall satisfaction with innovative education of home university, whether they received employment assistance, degree of social demand of their majors, overall satisfaction with home university, job adaptation period, job salary satisfaction, job development prospect satisfaction, satisfaction with the effect of employment consultation and guidance, satisfaction with employment assistance and measures, and degree of social demand of their majors. Each of the 14 indicators is quantified by numbers, which is convenient for the researcher to analyze the employment data of graduates. Figure 3 reflects the correlation values of each indicator. The highest correlation between each indicator and the employment quality of the reference series was 0.791, the lowest correlation was 0.468, and the correlation of other indicators were maintained between 0.5 and 0.8.

4.2. Calculation of Indicator Weights. According to the correlation degree of individual indexes obtained from the above figure, the difference matrix is constructed by applying the steps of determining weights in the established evaluation model of employment quality of college graduates, and finally, the obtained data are shown in Figure 4 (three decimal places are retained).

According to the characteristics of the judgment matrix, \( a_{ij} > 0 \) and \( a_{i} a_{ij} > 1 \); when the difference between two indicators is negative, the reciprocal of its absolute value is taken as the sequence value; according to the scaling method of the judgment matrix, when the difference between two indicators is between 0.1 and 0.2, its scale is 1, which means that the two indicators are equally important. When the difference between two indicators is below 0.1, the scale is 1, which means that the two indicators are equally important, and when the difference between two indicators is between 0.1 and 0.2, the scale is 2, such as \( a_{2,3} = 0.125 \), whose value is between 0.1 and 0.2, so the scale is \( 2 - 0.1112 \), whose absolute value is between 0.1 and 0.2, so its scale is 1/2, and so on, and finally the judgment matrix is constructed. The judgment matrix is shown in Figure 5. A1–A14 correspond to 14 indicators; the diagonal values of the matrix are 1, and \( a_{ii} = 1 \); the values of the two sides of the matrix diagonal are inverse of each other. According to the nature of the judgment matrix, Matlab software is used to run the procedure of hierarchical analysis model, and the weights of each indicator are obtained by the formula, and the consistency test is conducted according to the average random consistency index list and the indicators, in which the eigenvalue is 14.394, the consistency ratio CR is 0.0192, which is less than 0.1, and the consistency index CI is 0.030, which is in the range of the average.

5. Results and Discussion

Professional employment evaluation is mainly the evaluation of professional employment quality obtained by different majors in individual employment data. The professional employment quality situation not only reflects the professional setting of colleges and universities but also is a credential that reflects the relevance of colleges and universities to social development. According to the analysis of employment data of graduates from a university, we know that the university has set up the following majors: material forming and control
engineering, measurement and control technology and instrument, urban and rural planning, road, bridge, and river crossing engineering, geographic information science, electronic information science and technology, port, waterway, and coastal engineering, industrial engineering, international economics and trade, environmental design, architecture, transportation, labor and social security, marketing, and visual communication design.

There are 59 majors, such as Inorganic Nonmetallic Materials Engineering, Logistics Management, Information Management and Information System, and Applied Statistics. Professional employment evaluation index further reflects the employment evaluation of personal employment data, and personal employment evaluation is the premise of professional employment evaluation. The higher the professional employment evaluation value is, the higher the employment quality of the profession is, and thus the better the relevance of the profession in the university and the society. According to the employment data applied to the employment quality evaluation model for inductive analysis, the mean value of individual employment quality evaluation of different majors is obtained. The values of professional employment evaluation coefficients are calculated according to the formula, and the data are shown in Figure 6.

Geography and Information Science, Urban and Underground Engineering, Computer Science and Technology, and Engineering Management are the top four majors in terms of evaluation value among all majors, all of which exceed 3.3. The employment evaluation value of Geography and Information Science is the highest at 3.397, followed by Urban and Underground Engineering at 3.382, Computer Science and Technology at 3.376, and Engineering Management at 3.372. Among these fifty-nine majors, the evaluation coefficients of four majors, namely, Russian, Industrial Engineering, Resource Recycling Science and Engineering, and Chinese International Education, do not exceed 3.0, while most of the others exceed 3.0 and remain stable between 3.0 and 3.3.

All of the remaining four major coefficients are over 3.0 and are stable between 3.0 and 3.3. It can be seen that the quality of employment of each major university is more valuable. All major universities are classified into art and science. The majors of liberal arts include philosophy, economics, law, education, literature, history, and so on; the majors of science are mainly theoretical studies, including mathematics, physics, chemistry, biological science, astronomy, atmospheric science, and electronic information science; the majors of engineering are mainly application-oriented, cultivating technology and techniques (or engineering and technology), including civil engineering, highway and bridge, machinery, water conservancy, and electrical. The disciplines covered include civil engineering, highway and bridge, mechanical, hydraulic, electrical, automotive, electronics and information, thermal and nuclear energy, materials, instrumentation, environmental engineering, pharmacy and pharmaceutical, aerospace, etc. Through the statistical analysis of the collected data, the employment quality evaluation coefficient of the category is calculated according to the formula, and the evaluation value is obtained by dividing the number of majors by the sum of the employment quality evaluation coefficients of the majors included in the category. The obtained division of majors in arts and sciences is shown in Figure 7.

The application of personal employment evaluation index, professional employment evaluation index, and section employment evaluation index in the employment quality evaluation model illustrates that the employment quality of the university is generally good, as shown by the personal employment evaluation value, professional employment evaluation value, and section employment evaluation value. In the individual employment evaluation value, more than half of the graduates’ employment quality evaluation value exceeds the average value. Among the professional employment evaluation coefficients, the employment evaluation coefficient of geographic information science is the highest, the second ranking is urban underground space engineering, and the third is computer science and technology; among the subject category employment evaluation coefficients, the employment evaluation coefficient of engineering is the highest, and the employment evaluation coefficient of liberal arts is the lowest, which is consistent with the university’s professional.

---

**Figure 5:** The judgment matrix by the formula.

**Figure 6:** Professional employment evaluation index values.
6. Conclusion

Improving the quality of education is always a theme in the process of education and education, and the scientific and rational evaluation of the quality of teachers’ education is an important means of maintaining the steady development of the education system. This paper shows the basic theories and general methods for teaching teachers to evaluate quality through the research of relevant literature. We focus on the proprietary advantages of grey characteristics presented by the teacher’s quality evaluation system and the greyscale analysis of grey correlation analysis in dealing with grey systems. We introduce basic procedures and advantages of grey correlation analysis to determine the weight of the index and evaluate the quality of education. In the solution of grey correlation, a series of discriminant coefficients is introduced to compensate for the defect of static acquisition of the discriminant coefficient. A method for evaluating the quality of education of teachers based on cloud correlation analysis has been proposed. A method of evaluating the quality of education of teachers based on grey correlation analysis is built in MATLAB. A teacher evaluation model of teacher education based on grey correlation analysis was constructed in MATLAB. The final analysis shows that the teacher’s teaching quality evaluation method based on the grey correlation analysis is reasonable and is a viable new method for teaching evaluation.
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